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QUESTION 1

You want to use external number assignment for specific document types. 

What is the special feature of external number assignment? 

A. The numbers can be alphanumeric. 

B. The number ranges can overlap. 

C. The number ranges can be used across all company codes. 

D. The system issues the numbers automatically. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You receive a payment where the difference from the posted invoice is larger than the stated tolerance limit. 

How can you deal with this? (Choose two) 

A. Increase the tolerance limit manually while posting the document. 

B. Split the received payment to fall below the tolerance limit. 

C. Post the difference as a residual item. 

D. Post the difference to an account assigned to a reason code. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

What does the posting key control? (Choose three) 

A. Account type 

B. Document type 

C. Field status 

D. Debit/credit indicator 

E. Number range 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 4
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What options do you have for booking an asset acquisition? (Choose three) 

A. Asset acquisition using a clearing account 

B. Asset acquisition posted via the cash journal 

C. Asset acquisition posted via the accrual engine 

D. Asset acquisition posted from Materials Management 

E. Asset acquisition integrated with accounts payable 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 5

Your customer is running an SAP ERP system with New General Ledger activated. All scenarios, but no customer
fields, are assigned to the leading ledger. 

Which objects in the totals table (FAGLFLEXT) can be evaluated with drill-down reports? 

A. Segments, profit centers, cost centers, business areas, functional areas 

B. Cost centers, business areas, functional areas, segments, tax codes 

C. Business areas, functional areas, segments, profit centers, user IDs 

D. Profit centers, cost centers, business areas, functional areas, divisions 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Which infrastructure supports core business solutions in four subcomponents including people integration, information
integration, process integration, and application platform? 

A. SAP Exchange Infrastructure 

B. SAP Business Process Management 

C. SAP Web AS 

D. SAP NetWeaver 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

A vendor sends an invoice to a company which contains expenses for two company codes. You post the vendor item to
the receiving company code, then the expense, and finally a cross-charge to the other company code. 
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How are the taxes posted? 

A. Taxes are posted to the company code where the larger part of the expense is posted. 

B. Taxes are posted to the company code where the vendor item is posted. 

C. Taxes are not posted automatically, and will therefore have to be posted manually. 

D. Taxes are posted to both company codes in proportion to the expenses. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

In a payment run, the data entered for a payment method in the document may differ from the master data. 

How is this resolved by the system? 

A. Document data overrides master data. 

B. The payment run stops and the system issues an error message. 

C. The payment run temporarily stops, and the system prompts you to correct the data. After you have corrected the
data, the payment run continues. 

D. Master data overrides document data. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

You entered a G/L account posting and received an error message saying that account type D (customer) is not
allowed. 

Which object causes this error? 

A. Currency key 

B. Field status variant 

C. Tolerance group 

D. Document type 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

What elements of a customer account are created when you maintain the account decentralized in Financial
Accounting? 
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A. General data and sales area data 

B. General data, company code data, and purchasing organization data 

C. General data and company code data 

D. General data, company code data, and sales area data 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

A customer wants to define a chart of depreciation. 

How do you recommend setting up depreciation areas? 

A. Based on company codes 

B. Based on the relevant chart of accounts 

C. Based on the aims of internal or external reporting 

D. Based on relevant currencies 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

You have entered a non-invoice-related credit memo and selected the term of payment "Net due 30 days". The Invoice
Reference field is empty (it contains neither a document number nor a V). 

What effect does this have on the term of payment? 

A. The term of payment is copied from the last valid invoice of the customer. 

B. An error occurs. 

C. The term of payment is valid. 

D. The term of payment is invalid. 

Correct Answer: D 
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